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Abstract：A distortion identification technique is presented based on Hilbert-Huang transform to identify distortion
model and distortion frequency of distorted real-world image sequences. The distortion model is identified simply
based on Hilbert marginal spectral analysis after empirical mode decomposing. And distortion frequency is identified
by analyzing the occurrence frequency of instantaneous frequency components of every intrinsic mode functions. Rational digital frequency filter with suitable cutoff frequency is designed to remove undesired fluctuations based on
identification results. Experimental results show that this technique can identify distortion model and distortion frequency of displacement sequence accurately and efficiently. Based on identification results, distorted image sequence
can be stabilized effectively.
Keywords：image sequence distortion; video stabilization; distortion model identification; distortion frequency identification; Hilbert-Huang transform

Video shot of a digital camera usually suffers from
various distortions due to unstable random camera motion. Video stabilization technique removes undesired
fluctuations, estimates intentional global motions of the
camera and compensates them so that we can remove or
reduce those jitter fluctuations’ influence. Dynamic displacement field model is a parameterized model and provides a gradually upgraded and evolutionary process,
from simple to complex, to handle image sequence distortion problems[1]. Since jitter distortion is a kind of
high-frequency variation of image displacements, conventional frequency domain filter can be used to remove
undesired fluctuations[1,2]. According to the relationship
between distortion frequency and motion model, video
stabilization becomes a facile parameter estimation process. And it is crucial to identify distortion model and distortion frequency of the acquired displacement sequence
before filtering. Based on identification results, motion
filtering and motion compensation can be used to suppress jitter[1-6]. However, displacement sequence is usually non-stationary because of unstable random camera
motion. Conventional Fourier analysis is suitable for linear stationary signal, while it is not suitable for nonlinear

non-stationary signal.
This paper proposes a distortion identification technique based on Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)[7,8] to
identify distortion model and distortion frequency of realworld image sequence. Firstly, displacement sequence is
decomposed into a set of intrinsic mode functions by empirical mode decomposition method. Secondly, distortion
model and distortion frequency are identified based on
Hilbert spectral analysis. Finally, a rational digital filter
with suitable cutoff frequency is designed based on identification results. Based on these identification results,
undesired fluctuation can be removed with the stabilization methods presented in Refs.[1] and [2].

1

Dynamic displacement field model

Dynamic displacement field (DDF) model describes
the dynamic displacement of each pixel of an image relating to its original reference. The mathematical description of DDF model is[1]
B (i′, j ′; t ) = A(i′, j ′; t ) + ξ (i′, j ′; t )
( 1)
with
K

i′ = i + ∑ xk (i, j; t )
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j′ = j +

K

∑ y (i, j; t )
k =1

k

i ∈ [1, M ]; j ∈ [1, N ]

(2)

where A is the original image whose size is M×N; B the
new image by displacing each pixel of A from location (i, j ) to new location (i′, j ′) with an additive
noise ξ (i′, j ′; t ) ; xk (i, j; t ) and yk (i, j; t ) are spatial displacements of the pixel A(i, j; t ) at time t in i and j direction, respectively. A pair ( xk (i, j; t ), yk (i, j; t )) expresses a
displacement pattern. In Eq.(2), we suppose that there
are K different displacement patterns. The variable t
stands for continuous or discrete time. Eq.(2) implies
that displacement xk (i, j; t ) and yk (i, j; t ) are time sequences and they may be spatially variable.
Eq.(2) provides a decomposable description for
complex and dynamic distortions. The subscript k can be
changed to have a specified meaning. For example,
( x jit (i, j; t ), y jit (i, j; t )) can be used to describe jittering displacements. At each moment, if the jittering displacements of all pixels are (statistically) equal, jittering is
(statistically) spatially invariable and the pair
( x jit (i, j; t ), y jit (i, j; t )) can be simplified to ( x jit (t ), y jit (t )) .
Similarly, ( xsh (t ), ysh (t )) is used to express the spatially
invariable shift and such a distortion model is called a
zero-order model or translation model. In most cases, the
spectra of translation displacements are within a lowfrequency band. Contrarily, the spectra of jittering displacements are within a high-frequency band.
Based on the parameterized DDF model, video stabilization becomes a facile parameter estimation process.
According to the relationship between distortion frequency and motion model, conventional filtering methods will be used to suppress jitter of the estimated displacements[1,2].

2

Identification technique based on HHT
method

To make up the deficiency of Fourier analysis, timefrequency analysis is proposed for non-stationary signal[7-10]. In 1998, Huang et al proposed an empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) method for adaptively decomposing signal[7]. EMD method decomposes signal
into a set of functions defined by itself, i.e., the intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs). Based on EMD method, HHT
method was given as a new time-frequency analysis.
HHT makes the instantaneous frequency meaningful by
EMD method and presents the result of time-frequency

analysis in a Hilbert spectrum plot[7,8]. Considering the
validity and rationality of HHT method used for analyzing non-stationary signal[11 15], this paper presents an
identification technique based on HHT method to identify distortion model and distortion frequency, but discuss
little about HHT method itself.
2.1 HHT method and Hilbert spectral analysis
Assuming that EMD method expands signal x(t )
into n IMFs with residue rn, we obtain a decomposed sign

nal x(t ) = ∑ ck + rn . After making Hilbert transform for
k =1

every IMF and accumulating them, x(t ) can be expressed
as
n

n

k =1

k =1

x(t ) ≈ Re ∑ ak (t ) e jθk ( t ) = Re ∑ ak (t ) e ∫

j ωk ( t )d t

(3)

where ak (t ) and θ k (t ) are amplitude and phase of the kth
IMF component, respectively; ωk (t ) is its corresponding
instantaneous frequency.
Hilbert spectrum H (ω , t ) can be defined as Eq.(4),
which shows the local information of time, frequency and
energy.
n

H (ω , t ) = Re ∑ ak (t ) e ∫

j ωk ( t )d t

(4)

k =1

Hilbert marginal spectrum represents the contribution of every frequency component[7,8], which is defined
as
h(ω ) = ∫ H (ω , t ) d t

(5)

where the higher value of h(ω ) reflects the greater occurrence frequency of ω .
2.2 Identification technique based on HHT
method
HHT method uses EMD method to decompose nonstationary signal into a set of stationary IMFs and analyzes every IMF by Hilbert spectral analysis to obtain
instantaneous frequency of every IMF[7,8]. Based on the
instantaneous frequency and instantaneous amplitude, the
dynamic characteristics of distortion frequency are analyzed.
EMD method always extracts the primary information of signal firstly, i.e., several initial IMFs including
the main information of signal. Therefore, according to
the contribution of every frequency component in the
whole spectrum, the main distortion characteristic of displacement sequence can be identified using Hilbert marginal spectral analysis.
Step 1 Decomposing displacement sequence to
obtain n IMFs using EMD method, which are represented
as ck (k = 1, ⋅⋅⋅, n) .
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Step 2 Analyzing every IMF based on Hilbert nents ωk (t ) of every IMF and computing their occurrence
spectral analysis to obtain Hilbert spectrum H k (ω , t ) and frequency.
instantaneous frequency ωk (t ) .
Step 2 Choosing frequency components f k (k =
Step 3 Dividing the spectrum [min(ω (t )), max(ω 1, ⋅⋅⋅, n) of every IMF, which has the biggest occurrence
(t ))] of instantaneous frequency ω (t ) into N1 segments frequency among other frequency components.
with interval Δω = [max(ω (t )) − min(ω (t ))]/ N1 .
Step 3 Adding all chosen frequency components
Step 4 Accumulating instantaneous amplitude whose together and averaging the sum to obtain the estimated
corresponding instantaneous frequency belongs to a
specified spectral segment. After processing every segment like this, Hilbert marginal spectrum h(ω ) of signal
is obtained.
Step 5 Analyzing marginal spectrum h(ω ) . The
energy concentrated frequency range reflects the main
distortion characteristic of signal. If energy mainly exists
in high-frequency band, there are serious jitter distortions
in image sequence; accordingly, there are slow lowfrequency translations in sequence if energy is mainly
located in low-frequency band. Thus, distortion model is
identified simply.
To reduce or remove undesired fluctuations, it is
necessary to design a digital filter based on identified
distortion frequency. There is a marginal spectrum analysis which uses instantaneous frequency corresponding to
the maximum amplitude as the cutoff frequency of filter.
But it will bring some estimation error because the marginal spectrum often has several peak values. Since distortion frequency identification aims to find the primary
frequency component of displacement sequence, distortion frequency will be identified by analyzing the occurrence frequency of instantaneous frequency components
of every IMF. Based on HHT method, this paper proposes a simple distortion frequency identification method
as follows, which can reduce estimation error and identify distortion frequency correctly and easily. Assume
that a set of estimated IMF components ck (k = 1, ⋅⋅⋅, n) of
displacement sequence and their corresponding Hilbert
spectra H k (ω , t )(k = 1, ⋅⋅⋅, n) have been obtained.
Step 1 Analyzing instantaneous frequency compo-

(a) IMFs in horizontal direction
before stabilization

Fig.1
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(b) IMFs in vertical direction
before stabilization

n

1
distortion frequency fˆ = ∑ f k .
n

k =1

Based on the identified distortion model and distortion frequency, undesired fluctuations can be removed
with the stabilization methods presented in Ref.[1] and
Ref.[2].

3

Experimental results

Firstly, the simulation results of DDF model in
Ref.[1] are taken as an example to explain the efficiency
of HHT method for identifying distortion model and distortion frequency. In DDF model, the distortion frequency of jittering model and translation model in x and y
direction is initialized as
f j x = f j y = 6 Hz, fsh x = f sh y = 2 Hz .
Assuming we have acquired jittering displacement
sequences ( x jit (t ), y jit (t )) and translation displacement
sequences ( xsh (t ), ysh (t )) . Next, decompose four displacement sequences using EMD method to obtain IMFs
shown in Fig.1(a),(b) and Fig.2(a),(b). Then, Hilbert
marginal spectra of these four sequences are shown in
Fig.3. Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) show that energy is mainly
located in high-frequency band, which explains why the
estimated sequence contains high-frequency jitter and is
consistent with the characteristic of jittering displacement
field model. Similarly, in Fig.3(c) and Fig.3(d), the estimated sequence contains low-frequency translation,
which is consistent with the characteristic of zero-order
displacement field model. The identification results are
consistent with the simulation settings.

(c) IMFs in horizontal direction
after stabilization

(d) IMFs in vertical direction
after stabilization

EMD decomposition results of the estimated jittering displacement sequence of a car
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(a) IMFs in horizontal direction
before stabilization

Fig.2

(b) IMFs in vertical direction
before stabilization

(c) IMFs in horizontal direction

(d) IMFs in vertical direction

after stabilization

after stabilization

EMD decomposition results of the estimated translation displacement sequence of a car

(a) Jittering displacement sequence (b) Jittering displacement sequence (c) Translation displacement sequence (d) Translation displacement sequence
in horizontal direction

Fig.3

in vertical direction

in horizontal direction

in vertical direction

Hilbert marginal spectra of jittering displacement and translation displacement sequences

After computing occurrence frequency of instantaneous frequency components of every IMF, the cutoff
frequency of motion filter can be set based on the estimated frequency fˆ . During motion filtering, frequency
components higher than fˆ will be filtered. Compared
Tab.1
Experimental sequence

with the results identified by Hilbert marginal spectrum,
the identification results using the proposed method are
closer to the setting frequency (see Tab.1). From
Fig.1(c), (d) and Fig.2(c), (d), high-frequency jitter is
effectively suppressed.

Identification results of distortion frequency of DDF model
Distortion frequency identified by
Hilbert marginal spectrum /Hz
x direction
y direction

Distortion frequency identified by
proposed method /Hz
x direction
y direction

Jittering displacement sequence

6.494 1

6.598 1

6.196 1

6.360 5

Translation displacement sequence

1.830 1

1.649 9

2.133 6

1.813 5

In this paper, the interframe transformation fidelity
(ITF) is used to reflect the performance of stabilization,
which is defined by peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of
successive frames in stabilized sequences. The lower
bound value of ITF is defined as LBI. LBI and ITF are
defined as[16]

MSE ( Sk , S k −1 ) the mean square error between S k −1
and S k .

By comparing the values of LBI and ITF of image
sequence, the performance of stabilization can be evaluated. For example, the value of ITF will be larger than
LBI for stabilized sequence, while unsuccessful stabilization will produce lower ITF value. Some experimental
2552
(6)
LBI = PSNR( I k , I k −1 ) = 10 lg
results based on jittering model and translation model of
MSE( I k , I k −1 )
a car are shown in Fig.4, where ITF-FIR and ITF-IIR
2552
(7) show the value of ITF when using conventional FIR filter
ITF = PSNR( Sk , S k −1 ) = 10 lg
MSE( S k , Sk −1 )
or IIR filter in stabilization process described in Ref.[1]
where I k is the kth frame of sequence before stabilization; and Ref.[2]. It can be seen that the values of ITF are
S k the kth frame of sequence after stabilization; higher than those of LBI, showing that the proposed staMSE ( I k , I k −1 ) the mean square error between I k −1 and I k ; bilization techniques are more effective in suppressing
—71—
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higher-frequency jitter and removing lower-frequency technique can identify distortion model and distortion
translation, also proving that the proposed identification frequency accurately and effectively.

(a) For jittering model

(b) For translation model

Fig.4 PSNR curve for jittering model and translation model of the car

Based on the efficiency of HHT method in distortion
frequency identification, the proposed method is used to
identify distortion frequency of real-world video sequences (Fig.5(a) and Fig.6(a)). From the displacement
curves before and after stabilization (Fig.5(c), (d) and
Fig.6(c), (d)), high-frequency jitter in vertical direction
is preferably suppressed. From the PSNR curves before
and after stabilization (Fig.7), the values of ITF for both
sequences are higher than those of LBI. From several
typical frames of experimental results (Fig.8(b), (d) and

(a) Original image sequence

(b) Stabilized image sequence

Fig.5

Fig.9(b), (d)), the objects (car in Fig.8 and person in
Fig.9) are located in the middle of the image after stabilization. A few seconds of the stabilization results in AVI
format are available in Ref.[17] and Ref.[18].
The stabilization result of real-world sequence 2
using commercial video stabilization software Steadyhand is also included in Ref.[17] and Ref.[18]. In video
sequences, jitter distortion caused by unstable camera
motion is eliminated and our experimental results are
more steady than results stabilized by Steadyhand software.

(c) Displacement sequence
in horizontal direction

Stabilization results of real-world sequence 1

(a) Original image sequence (b) Stabilized image sequence

(c) Displacement sequence
in horizontal direction

Fig.6
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(d) Displacement sequence
in vertical direction

Stabilization results of real-world sequence 2

(d) Displacement sequence
in vertical direction
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(a) For real-world sequence 1

(b) For real-world sequence 2

Fig.7 PSNR curves for real-world sequence 1 and sequence 2

(a) The 70th frame before
stabilization

stabilization

Fig.8

(a) The 50th frame before
stabilization

(b) The 70th frame after

Fig.9

(c) The 150th frame before

(d) The 150th frame after

stabilization

stabilization

Typical frames of real-world sequence 1 before and after stabilization

(b) The 50th frame after
stabilization

(c) The 150th frame before
stabilization

(d) The 150th frame after

Typical frames of real-world sequence 2 before and after stabilization

stabilization

The identification results before and after stabilization are shown in Tab.2. Most jittering frequencies are 4 Conclusions
reduced after stabilization (see Tab.2). It is shown that
This paper proposes an identification technique
motion filter whose cutoff frequency set by identified
frequency based on HHT method can efficiently suppress based on HHT method to identify distortion model and
distortion frequency of sequence. Distortion model was
jittering distortion of image sequence.
identified simply by identifying the main distortion charTab.2 Identification results of distortion frequency before
acteristic of displacement sequence using Hilbert marand after stabilization
ginal spectral analysis. Distortion frequency was identiDistortion frequency
Distortion frequency
Experimental
fied by analyzing the occurrence frequency of instantanebefore stabilization/Hz
after stabilization/Hz
sequence
ous frequency components of every IMF, which reduced
x
y
x
y
estimation error and identified distortion frequency corJittering model
6.196 1
6.360 5
4.188 6
4.274 5
rectly and easily. Based on identification results, motion
Car sequence
1.300 6
3.294 3
1.247 6
1.695 1
filter used for video stabilization was designed and the
Walk sequence
1.602 4
2.341 9
1.334 3
1.056 6
performance of stabilization was verified by ITF. Ex—73—
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perimental results show that this technique identifies dis- ［8］ Huang N E, Wu M-L C, Long S R et al. A confidence limit
tortion model and distortion frequency of real-world sefor the empirical mode decomposition and Hilbert spectral
quence correctly and efficiently. Based on identification
analysis[J]. Proceedings of the Royal Society of London
results, undesired fluctuations can be removed efficiently.
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